According to Beadnell (2) . the Dakhla Oasis Fischer (13) calls attention to the writings of Diimichen (11) and Brugsch (8) on ancient Egyptian inscriptions bearing on the Libyan oases.
Brugsch (8) A position of some journeys' distance from the Faiume, and in the desert to the west, can answer to no other place than the Lesser Oasis, which by our data falls at about five journeys from the town of Faiume; four from the nearest part of the lake of the same name.
As the " Lesser Oasis," or " Oasis Parva," was the earlier designation of what is now known as Baharia, where in January, 1820, Cailliaud (9) noted that " the best dates of the region are called Saydeh ;" no great stretch of the imagination is needed to suppose that in the time of Lucas, about 1700, there were gardens of Saidy trees which bore "the best dates in all Egypt," from which the tribute to the pasha was paid, for we may be sure that potentate accepted as tribute none but the best.
William G. Browne (7) far from "wax yellow" (R. XVI) or "light cadmium" (R. IV). The f are picked before they are fully ripe and are dried in the sun on a hard earthen floor, or the floor may be spread with a thin layer of date leaves. The first quality of fruit ripens to a color near "hazel" (R. XIV) or "tawny" (R. XV), but it is semitransparent except the basal portion, which is often opaque and of a "honey yellow" or "chamois" color (R. XXX). Fruits of a very good quality may be considerably darker, close to "bay" or "chestnut" (R. It was their opinion that the " Sewi " came originally from the wahat, probably from the "belad" of Siwa. They believed that the variety had been in their village as much as 150 'years, and they themselves had trees that they thought were more than 100 years old.
The older man pointed out trees which he said were as tall as they now are when he was a boy. Though they were inclined to believe that the u Sewi " variety had come from seed instead of " shettla," as they had never heard of any " shettla " being brought BULLETIN 1125, V. S. DEPARTMENT OE AGRICULTURE.
from Siwa Oasis, they admitted a little later that they had trees of the Ghrasali from *'shettla" that had been brought from Siwa. thus establishing the point that " shettla " could be brought from there Mason, in 1920. As " Sewi " (about 6,500 offshoots), from Gizeh, by Mason, 1922. As Saidy (about 650 offshoots), from Kharga, by Mason, 1922. As (Fig. 4) , heretofore pub- 
